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 Meta-heuristic algorithms are well-known optimization methods, for solving 

real-world optimization problems. Harmony search (HS) is a recognized 

meta-heuristic algorithm with an efficient exploration process. But the HS 

has a slow convergence rate, which causes the algorithm to have a weak 

exploitation process in finding the global optima. Different variants of HS 

introduced in the literature to enhance the algorithm and fix its problems, but 

in most cases, the algorithm still has a slow convergence rate. Meanwhile, 

opposition-based learning (OBL), is an effective technique used to improve 

the performance of different optimization algorithms, including HS. In this 

work, we adopted a new improved version of OBL, to improve three variants 

of Harmony Search, by increasing the convergence rate speed of these 

variants and improving overall performance. The new OBL version named 

improved opposition-based learning (IOBL), and it is different from the 

original OBL by adopting randomness to increase the solution's diversity. To 

evaluate the hybrid algorithms, we run it on benchmark functions to compare 

the obtained results with its original versions. The obtained results show that 

the new hybrid algorithms more efficient compared to the original versions 

of HS. A convergence rate graph is also used to show the overall 

performance of the new algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Optimization algorithms were invented to find the fittest element from groups of choices subjected 

to specific constraints. The use of the optimization algorithm to solve real-world problems started in the early 

of this century [1, 2]. A well-known sector of optimization algorithms called metaheuristic algorithms, which 

were able to solve different types of problems in different domains [3-6]. The reasons behind the usage of 

metaheuristic algorithms in different fields, as they were able to find near-optimal solutions with fast search 

speed, and its flexibility to suit different types of problems [7-9] which is very important in our modern life 

specially in software development [10]. Effective metaheuristic algorithms were created and used in the 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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literature such as simulated annealing [11], particle swarm [12], harmony search algorithm [13], Firefly [14], 

and cuckoo search [15]. 

The effectiveness of meta-heuristic algorithms relies on the utilization of exploration (global search) 

and exploitation (local search) ranges through a search. The explorative process is defined as the ability of an 

algorithm to investigate uncovered areas rapidly within large search sizes. The exploitative process is 

achieved by utilizing the information gained to guide the search toward its goal. Overall the algorithm 

performance will improve if a balance between exploration and exploitation features is achieved [1].  

Geem et al. [13], created the Harmony Search algorithm (HS) by mimicking the creation of new music tune, 

and it has been used to solve different types of problems by many researchers in different areas such as 

engineering [16], computer science [17] and many other fields [18]. 

Even though the HS has strong exploration, the problem of HS it has weak exploitation. The weak 

exploitation because it has a slow convergence rate, which means the HS is able to discover solution space 

using its exploration process, but it has difficulty in term of finding the global optima within this space 

through the exploitation process. To improve the HS performance and fix this problem, researchers proposed 

different variants of HS in the literature, by adopting different techniques, such as chaotic map [19], hybrid 

algorithms [1], and opposition based learning (OBL) [20]. 

Even though many variants introduced in the literature to improve the overall performance of HS, 

they continue to suffer from the weak exploitation process, while others improved the convergence rate, but 

they tend to fall in local optima after removing some of the HS parameters. Overall, most of these variants 

were unable to provide sufficient results and handle different types of problems. In this work we introduce 

hybrid algorithms between HS variants and improved version of OBL, to enhance the performance of these 

variants. OBL is an effective technique created by Tizhoosh [21] to enhance optimization algorithms, and in 

this work, we adopted an improved version of OBL, which utilizes randomness to create a new possible 

solution. The improved OBL (IOBL) will be used in the HS update process. 

In the following section, we will provide a brief description of the HS and its variants that we are 

going to hybridize with the IOBL. After that to verify the effectiveness of using the IOBL technique we will 

apply the proposed hybrid algorithms on 9 standard benchmark functions as characterized in Table 1. As the 

result shows, the new hybrid algorithms show significant improvement for all the HS variant’s performance, 

as the IOBL increased the convergence speed and enhanced the HS variant’s exploitation. The subsequent 

parts will be organized as follow: part 2 will present the original structure of HS and some of its variants,  

part 3 will present the proposed hybrid algorithms, part 3 will present the obtained results discussion, and in 

the final part, the conclusion and future work will be provided. 

 

 

2. ORIGINAL HS STRUCTURE AND SOME VARIANTS 

First, we will describe the standard HS algorithm, and its main components, after that a description 

of the other variants that we used in this, and how they differ from the standard HS. 

 

2.1.  Standard structure of HS as described by its author  

The HS simulates the musician process to create a new harmony music tune. HS tunes a new 

prospective value to achieve global optima, in a similar manner of the tuning process to create a new 

beautiful tone. The standard HS algorithm has three major phases, described in Figure 1 as pseudocode: 

a. In the first phase, the HS specifies the static parameter values bandwidth (BW), pitch adjustment 

rate (PAR), harmony memory acceptance rate (HMCR), and harmony memory size (HMS). 

b. In the second phase the algorithm will create a new population randomly inside the HM, using (1): 

 

  
                 

 

c. In the third phase, the algorithm will improvise the population inside the HM, based on its 

parameters (BW, PAR, and HMCR). Through this phase the algorithm will have to choices based 

on HMCR as follows: 

- If (R1>HMCR), a stochastic value will be processed in the next equation (R1is a stochastic value 

between 0~1): 

 

   
                   

 

- If (R2<HMCR), the algorithm will pick a random HM, and if (R2<=PAR) the value of the chosen 

HM will be tuned as follows: 
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d. In the third phase, the new improvised value   
  will replace the worst one in the HM, if it has a 

superior objective function value.  

e. Finally, the improvisation process of the HS algorithm will end once the algorithm reaches a 

stopping cause such as the highest number of iterations. 
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Figure 1. Harmony search algorithm 

 

 

2.2.  HS variants 

The HS algorithm has some advantages such as flexibility and easy to implement, and because of 

that, many researchers use it to fix several kinds of complex problems. Similar to other metaheuristic 

algorithms, HS has some weaknesses, such as the weak exploitation process, and its parameter tuning. To the 

HS performance and its limitations, several HS variants and hybridization approaches have been introduced 

in the literature.  

Hence sometimes these variants and hybridization fall in local optima or still have a slow 

convergence rate. In this article, we aim to enhance the performance of these variants, by improving their 

convergence speed. To do that we present a new technique, based on opposition-based learning, to enhance 

the performance of three recent variants of HS. 

In this part, we will describe the three variants that have been enhanced in this work: 

a. The first variant of HS was introduced in 2007 as an improved harmony search (IHS) [22]. The 

new variant aims to improve the original HS performance by solving its parameter tuning problem, 

and to do that two parameters (PAR and BW) updated through iterations using specific functions. 

The new variant provided a decent result compared to standard HS but still has weak exploitation.  

b. The second variant of HS named an exploratory power of the harmony search (EHS) [23], in this 

work, the authors analyzed the HS and proposed a new variant of HS. The new variants are similar 

to the original except it has a new BW modification process, which improved the overall 

performance of the algorithm, but in some cases, the new variant still has a slow convergence rate. 

c. The third variant of HS is called improved global-best harmony search algorithm (IGHS) [24]. The 

new variant is different from the original HS by focusing on the exploration process at the 

beginning of the search, and on the exploitation process at the end of a search. In this article, they 

used standard OBL only in the initialization process. The overall result was better than previous 

HS variants, but it still has slow convergence in some cases. 
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The HS variants that have been introduced in the literature show some improvement in the 

algorithm performance, but they have the same updating process as in Figure 1, step 4, which can be 

improved by adopting the OBL or other techniques. In this work, we will implement a new improved OBL 

technique on the aforementioned variants to increase their convergence rate and improve the overall results. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

To overcome HS weak exploitation, many researchers proposed different variants of HS. The 

modification covered different parts of the HS, such as initialization, improvisation, or parameter selection. 

Yet all these variants have the same updating procedure, similar to the original HS. This work proposes new 

hybrid algorithms of HS variants with a new updating procedure, named improved OBL, to enhance the 

convergence speed and avoid falling in local optima for three variants of HS, IHS, EHS, and IGHS. 

The following section presents a new improved opposition-based learning technique (IOBL), which 

we aim to use as part of the updating process of the hybrid algorithms. The goal of using IOBL to improve 

the local search process, of the three described variants. All the new variants will be compared before and 

after the use of IOBL in the evaluation part. 

 

3.1.  IOBL structure 

The first OBL was created by Tizhoosh [21], and after that, different variants of it were developed 

and used in different research areas [24-26]. The original OBL was able to enhance the performance of 

different optimization algorithms, including HS [27].The current study presents an improved version of the 

original OBL by including randomness in the process which enhances the diversity of the solution, to provide 

better performance than the original OBL for continuous optimization problems. The improved opposition 

was applied through the HS updating phase to increase HS exploitation as the following Figure 2 present. In 

Figure 2,    is the obtained results from the improvisation process, r stochastic number between (0~2), D 

reflect the dimensions, and  ̅ stands for the improved value using OBL. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Pseudo code of the improved opposition algorithm 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To present the performance of the proposed hybrid algorithms, we will compare the HS variants 

before and after adding the IOBL in the updating part. The evaluation process will be made using 15 

benchmark functions to find the global optima. After that, we will compare the variant and its enhanced one 

based on the convergence rate speed. The HS variants implemented in this work same as they described by 

their authors, except for two parameters that we use as a fixed value, (HMS=5, and the highest number of 

evaluation function=   ). Table 1 describes the benchmark functions we used in this paper, their optimal 

values, and the range for each function. 

 

4.1.  Comparison results before and after adding IOBL 

All the results of three variants and their hybrid version with IOBL are presented in Table 2. In this 

table, we provide the average, and time consuming to find the global optima for each HS variants, against its 

hybrid version with the IOBL. 

a. The column (IHS) in Table 2, presents the results of the first variant, and in the second column, we 

present the result of Hybrid-IHS. As the table shows: the results of (Hybrid-HS) consume less running 

time for all test cases. Also, it provides a better result or being closer to global optima for all benchmark 

Improved opposition 
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               x =  ̅ 

        End if 

End for 
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functions except for F5. The reason behind this improvement was the usage of IOBL as it increases the 

diversity of the proposed solution and increased the convergence rate of IHS. Meanwhile, for F5 the 

original IHS provided better results, as this function requires more focus on exploration, which is the 

opposite of the IOBL role. 

b. The column (EHS) in Table 2, presents the results of the second variant and the next column presents 

the results of the (Hybrid-EHS). The results in Hybrid-EHS shows significant enhancement except for 

F5, similar to the previous example. 

c. The column (IGHS) in Table 2, presents the results of the third variant and the next column (Hybrid- 

IGHS) present the results of hybrid IGHS with IOBL, and the obtained results by the hybrid algorithm 

is better than the original IGHS for all functions, except F7.  

According to the Table 2, the hybrid algorithms provided better performance for most cases with 

lower running time, and the reason is the usage of IOBL, which enhanced the exploitation process of HS 

variants. The hybrid algorithm of IGHS with IOBL provided the best overall result compared to the other 

variants and their hybrids. 

 

 

Table 1. The performance of 
Function Global Optima Range 

F1: Sphere 0 -100, 100 

F2: Schwefel’s 2.22 0 -10, 10 

F3: Step 0 -100, 100 
F4: Rosenbrock 0 -30, 30 

F5: Schwefel’s 2.26 −12569.5 -500, 500 

F6: Rastrigin 0 -5.12, 5.12 
F7: Ackleys 0 -32, 32 

F8: Griewank 0 -600, 600 

F9: Rotated hyper-ellipsoid 0 -100, 100 

 

 

Table 2. Average and running time the best results (for 30 dimensions) 
Function  IHS Hybrid-IHS EHS Hybrid-EHS IGHS Hybrid-IGHS 

F1 Mean 202 1.54E-7 59 1.304E-321 1.52E-136 0.0 

Time 0.568 0.309 0.734 0.622 0.438 0.459 
F2 Mean 4.68 5.24E-4 1.1E-4 6.76E-161 1.01E-86 0.0 

Time 0.552 0.380 0.678 0.446 0.291 0.197 

F3 Mean 206 0.0 69 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Time 0.586 0.373 0.738 0.391 0.369 0.296 

F4 Mean 8807 28.65 977 28.38 35 28.66 

Time 0.504 0.263 0.733 0.345 0.285 0.171 
F5 Mean -12132 -11728.74 -12263 -12238 -11557 -12569 

Time 0.824 0.602 0.974 0.659 0.599 0.494 

F6 Mean 17.4 1.77E-5 78 0.0 10 2.20E-7 
Time 0.823 0.580 1.011 0.643 0.579 0.470 

F7 Mean 4.64 1.79E-4 3.41 4.44E-16 5.77E-15 8.42E-5 

Time 0.875 0.634 1.034 0.675 0.593 0.500 
F8 Mean 2.84 3.69E-9 1.86 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Time 0.827 0.669 1.001 0.708 0.634 0.529 

F9 Mean 2568 6.42E-7 551 2.22E-8 1.65E-97 0.0 
Time 0.641 0.397 0.869 0.471 0.426 2.521 

 

 

4.2. Convergence rate before and after adding IOBL 

In this part, A comparison between the HS variants before and after adding the IOBL to their 

structure, the following graphs present the convergence rate of each variant. All the variants applied on the 

same objective functions (number 1 and 6), with 100 number of iterations. As figures Figure 3 till Figure 7 

presents, the IOBL enhanced the convergence speed for all HS variants. For Figures 3 and 4 we compared the 

original IHS and its new variant IHS-IOBL, using two objective functions, numbers 1 and 6. The figure 

shows the convergence rate increase and the algorithm reaches global optima with a smaller number of 

iterations. After that in Figures 5 and 6, we presented the obtained results of applying EHS and its new 

variant EHS-IOBL, and as we can see in Figures 5 and 6 the convergence speed highly increased after 

utilizing the IOBL which shows a high improvement compared to the original EHS. For Figures 7 and 8 we 

compared the variant IGHS and its new variant IGHS-IOBL, and as we can see in graph number 7 the 

algorithm performance slightly improves, meanwhile graph number 8 shows the convergence rate highly 

improved. Overall, these graphs present how much the original variant performance-enhanced after adopting 

the IOBL, and the overall convergence rate increased for all the variants. 
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Figure 3. Convergence rate of IHS and IHS-IOBL, 

F1 

 
 

Figure 4. Convergence rate of IHS and IHS-IOBL, 

F6 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Convergence rate of EHS and EHS-

IOBL, F1 

 
 

Figure 6. Convergence rate of EHS and EHS-

IOBL, F6 

 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Convergence rate of IGHS and IGHS-

IOBL, F1 

 
 

Figure 8. Convergence rate of IGHS and IGHS-

IOBL, F6 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

HS is a well-known metaheuristic, that has advantages such as simplicity and easy to apply to 

different problems. But similar to other metaheuristics it has weaknesses such as a slow convergence rate, 

which causes the algorithm to have a weak exploitation process. Many variants introduced in the literature to 

address the HS problems, and they have enhanced the algorithm performance, yet most of these variants of 

HS still have insufficient convergence rate. In this work, we have implemented an improved opposition-

based learning technique in the updating phase of the HS recent variants, to enhance the overall algorithm 

performance, by improving the exploitation process. The proposed hybrid algorithms evaluated, against its 

original one, using 9 benchmark functions. Moreover, a convergence rate analysis was conducted to present 

the algorithm enhancement using the IOBL. The hybrid HS variants provided a better result than the original 

HS variant, with higher convergence speed and lower running time. Overall the IGHS variant with IOBL 

shows the highest-obtained results in the evaluation test compared to the others. For future work, the 

enhanced variants can be used to solve a real-world optimization problem. Also, the IOBL technique can be 

used to enhance other metaheuristics to increase the convergence rate and improve the overall performance. 
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